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Wokingham Borough Libraries Weekly Origami 
Challenge: Modular Cube 

This week is a hard one, only one model to make but can you do it?  Modular origami looks incredible.  The repetition of 
folds can be very mindful and the assembly is fiddly but logical. 

Some tips.  Make sure to turn the paper over when the instructions say – it will not work otherwise! Get a good crease in 
your folds this helps when assembling the model. 

 
When you’ve finished please take a photo and tag Wokingham Borough Libraries on our social media or email your photo 
to libraries@wokingham.gov.uk  

Follow Wokingham Libraries on social media: 

 

Find instructions here of how to make rectangular paper square if you do not have origami paper at home. 

Thanks to http://www.origamimommy.org/2009/06/origami-cube-tutorial.html for the instructions. 
If you’ve missed them, our previous packs can be found here! 

 Shakespeare Week – The Tempest 
 Easter 
 Pondlife 
 Dinosaurs 
 Star Wars 
 Flowers 
 Under the Sea 
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Origami Cube tutorial 

 

 
 
 
Fold it in half to create a crease, then open again. 
Now, fold each side down to the crease and press down hard. 
 

   
 
Now you have a rectangle. Turn the paper over (very important; you want the open fold to be on 
the bottom) and fold each corner towards the centre so that you create a trapezoid. First one 
corner to the middle of the opposite side  
 

 
 
then the other corner in the opposite direction. 
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Next you will fold the corners of the trapezoid to the centre on the opposite side so that you form a 
square. Make sure to press down on the creases hard.  
 

  
 
Now release those corners. Repeat the above steps for each piece of paper until you have 6 pieces 
that look like this.  
 

 
 
 
Now comes the fun part - assembly. Take two pieces and insert a triangle from one paper into the 
opening on the square of another paper.  
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Then insert a second triangle into the other side of the same opening.  Each opening in each square 
accommodates two triangles from other adjoining squares. Keep inserting triangles into squares 
until all the sides are connected and a cube is formed.  

 
 
Here's an example of the same cube in different colours, and what it might look like once you've 
fitted three together. They will be loose but will stabilize as you add more panels. 
 

  
 
adding a fourth panel 
 
 
 
tucking in the last few triangles.. 
 

  
 
You're done! 


